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Trade Balance Widens in October but Normalization Likely Still in Train
 
Summary
The U.S. trade deficit widened for the second straight month in October amid a drop in 
exports and only a modest growth in imports. Net exports are positioned to be a fairly 
neutral force on Q4 growth, but we're still in the early innings.
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Two Is a Coincidence, but Three Would Make a Trend
The trade deficit widened for the second straight month in October to -$64.3 billion, leaving the 
deficit nearly as wide as it was in July and consistent with levels of late 2020 (chart). The deficit 
remains about 45% wider than it was just ahead of the pandemic, though the process of normalization 
in the deficit is likely still in place. As indicated by the advance merchandise trade data released last 
week, exports slid 1.0% or by $2.6 billion, while imports rose by just 0.2% or $0.5 billion.

Export weakness was largely tied to a $2.1 billion decline across an array of consumer goods 
categories, and a pullback in the still-volatile auto category which slipped $927M. Most other 
categories rose during the month. Drilling into consumer goods, the largest decline was tied to big-
ticket items like gem diamonds, jewelry and cell phones, electronics & TVs, which suggests higher rates 
overseas are slowing consumer goods spending abroad just like they gradually are in the United States. 
Exports of industrial supplies rose 2.0% in October, marking the fourth straight monthly improvement. 
A pickup in organic chemicals, oil and gas exports drove the latest increase, while agriculture-related 
products were weak. Despite the recent momentum, industrial supplies exports are down more than 
9% on a year-ago basis as growth in global industrial production has faltered (chart).

Although import growth was modestly positive, the gain can largely be chalked up to a $1.8 billion rise 
in capital goods. Imports are still lower overall so far this year amid weakening demand for goods, with 
auto imports the lone exception. On a year-to-date basis, imports are off by about $150 million, while 
overall exports are roughly $30 million higher than they were by this time last year.
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After adjusting for inflation, the decline in goods exports was less bad (down 0.3% versus -1.8% 
nominally), in part due to stronger food & beverage exports that tend to be volatile amid commodity 
price changes. While we're still in the early innings of the fourth quarter, the October data position net 
exports to again be a fairly neural force on growth.

Export growth will likely continue to face headwinds from relatively weak global demand and the 
strong U.S. dollar, but some tailwinds may be in the offing next year. While the dollar's strength is 
poised to sustain in the final stretches of 2023, we look for the dollar to depreciate next year. A weaker 
dollar could help make U.S. products more affordable to foreign economies that are facing tepid 
growth locally. Activity has stalled or contracted in several major economies, such as the Eurozone and 
United Kingdom, and sentiment surveys suggest the sluggish trend will continue into 2024. That said, 
we expect the improvement in U.S. net exports to stem from weaker imports rather than materially 
stronger exports. A pullback in domestic consumer discretionary purchases and the continued stalling 
in manufacturing activity suggests further weakness in imports early next year.
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